Cartoline tessili – ATDC e Inchies

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBSTA381519-8105

Cartoline tessili – ATDC e Inchies
Patchwork book by Gianna Valli Berti.
To those who love patchwork, embroidery, knitting, stencil, drawing, painting or other forms of manual creativity, the textile cards offer the chance and the pleasure of mixing experience and fantasy, by bringing also messages to friends in a genial and particular way. The first part of the book present some important information on materials, tools, methods etc. There is also a rich gallery of more than 200 images which suggest and invite to free your imagination. 112 pages.

Price: € 24.50 (incl. VAT)
Amici pupazzi – Il Cucito di Francy

Patchwork book by Francesca Cuoghi. Francesca has a great passion for sewing and she has always loved puppets and dolls. Who better than her could create this book where her creations, bears, cats, lions are alive? For your children and also for you and your Christmas decorations.

64 pages.

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Couture Créative N°1

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-1

L'atelier de Couture Créative N°1

A new magazine dedicated to creative sewing and creativity in general. Many creations to decorate your home, gift ideas for your loved ones, cute little dolls and much more. What are you waiting for? Grab your needles and threads and let your imagination run free! Magazine includes paper pattern for the making of the projects.

Magazine in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Fantaisies en feutrine - La couture de Martina

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-9788896081303

Fantaisies en feutrine - La couture de Martina

herausgegeben von Martina Vivoda

Nadel, Faden und Filz sind in den Händen von Martina in
lustigen und bunten Kreationen aller Art verwandelt:
Nippsachen Paneel, Dekorationen und Zubehöre. Begeisterte
Nähärbeiterin und auch qualifizierte Dekorateurin verwendet
Martina den Filz beim Mischen Farben, Stimmungen und Stil,
der selbst "Farbe und Straßen des Herzens" definiert ist.
64 Seiten auf Französisch

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Créations couture pour la maison

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-9788896081280

Créations couture pour la maison by Francesca Cuoghi

For Francesca, sewing is an art born from a passion for her manual creativity and her desire of teaching. Her ability with threads and needles, together with an amazing creativity allow her to keep creating new designs with a very personal style. In this book Francesca has picked a selection of her best projects, all accompanied by paper patterns, detailed instructions, little tricks and beautiful pictures. This work is dedicated to the making of accessories for the home and will allow you to customize each room with many lovely ideas and creative solutions.

66 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Maison en Rouge by Stefania Viganò

Creativity is what pushes us towards new goals and manual work allows us to express that with a personal touch. Stefania has decided to follow these goals six years ago to share these feelings and meeting people that stimulate our imagination and that give us new ideas. You might learn more by teaching that by creating!

72 pages in French

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Idee in filo 20

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBCEN-IDEEFILO20

Idee in filo 20
Italian review entirely dedicated to Patchwork projects. It includes patterns and wonderful creations for celebrating this season.

Price: € 4.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 6

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-6

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 6

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Tricotez vos idées n°2 - Nouvelles idées de Clemence

Modello: LIBFR-L14692-2

A guide to making warm and enveloping clothes and accessories in different styles, with soft and colorful wool. Enjoy creating sweaters, capes, bags and much more!

66 pages in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Idee in filo 24
da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBCEN-IDEEFILO24

Italian review entirely dedicated to Patchwork projects. It includes patterns and wonderful creations for celebrating this season.

Price: € 4.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 11

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-11

Flowers, bright colors, spring and summer patterns are the stars of this edition.
63 pages in French
Paper models inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Idee in filo 25

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBCEN-IDEEFILO25

Magazine dedicated to patchwork and sewing projects. Many summer-themed and colorful creations to take you through this season.

Paper patterns included.

Text in Italian

Price: € 4.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 14

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-14

Designs for a magical Christmas, decorations for the holidays ... It's time to give out the presents!
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 13

Created on Tuesday 22 December, 2015

Books and Magazines

Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-13

Colorful and bright projects for the fall collection! Bags, accessories, decorations ...
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Fil N° 13 - Chiens et compagnie

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-13

Magazine on sewing with patterns inside, for the creation of wonderful designs for your pets.
- Dog baskets and pillows;
- Coats and raincoats;
- Bags;
- Toys.

Text in French

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier Fil HS N° 2 - Un Noël Style

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-HS2

Beautiful designs for a Christmas in a primitive country style, decorations for the holidays, creations in rug quilt. 47 pages in French

Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Idee in filo 28

Modello: LIBCEN-IDEEFILO28

In this edition Sara and Amiche Creative present new and fun ideas for the home and family. Red for your house and for special occasions. Patchwork, Games and masks and much more ... always with paperpatterns included. Text in Italian

Price: € 4.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Idee in filo 29

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBCEN-IDEEFILO29

A magazine dedicated to creative sewing and crafts in general. Includes paper patterns for the making of lovely projects. Dedicated to summer with a special insert. Text in Italian

Price: € 4.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 15

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-15

Felt and broderie suisse are the main themes for this magazine inspired to winter and Valentine day. 66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 16

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-16

Lots of creative ideas for decorate you home.
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 17
da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-17

Lots of creative ideas for decorate you home.
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
L’atelier de Fil N° 17 - Le monde de Elise 2

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-17

Delicious creative sewing projects and decorations with the appliqués technique.
Text in French

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 19

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-19

Lots of creative ideas for decorate you home.
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 20

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-20

Lots of creative ideas for decorate you home.
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Idee in filo 33

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBCEN-IDEEFILO33

A magazine dedicated to creative sewing and crafts in general. Includes paper patterns for the making of lovely projects. Dedicated to summer with a special insert. Text in Italian

Price: € 4.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Fil N° 21 - Shabby Home

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-21

Lovely creative sewing projects and shabby-style decorations.
Text in French

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Maglia Creativa 10

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-MAGLIA-CRE-10

Lots of creative ideas for nature-inspired fall clothing.
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Arte del Decorare N°67

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-ADD-67

New techniques and a new use of materials for home decor. A bouquet to brighten up your days, works to renovate your favorite room and more. A preview on Christmas and many more projects to discover!
Also included for free, n° 13 of the magazine Carta Creativa 82 pages in Italian

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Arte del Decorare N°73

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-ADD-73

New ideas and trends with many different materials, to give a personal touch to your home. Also included for free, edition n° 16 of the magazine Carta Creativa

150 pages in Italian

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Arte del Decorare N°74
da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-ADD-74

Christmas projects with new techniques and ideas for decorating your home!  
Also included for free, edition n°17 of the magazine Carta Creativa.  
130 pages in Italian

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Arte del Decorare N°79
da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-ADD-79

Interior Design and Home Decor. Close-up shots of women on magazines. Modern projects with floral designs and newspaper headlines. Also included for free, edition n°19 of the magazine Carta Creativa.

130 pages in Italian

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Cucito Creativo Facile N°112

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-CFACILE-112

Lots of creative ideas for the fall and the upcoming Christmas holidays. Plus, a very original Christmas tree inside the special section Natale “Speciale Sfere in Chiaccierino”: 20 pages with charts and instructions to create unique Christmas decorations for your tree, using the tatting technique.

82+20 pages in Italian

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 25

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATEFIL-25

Lots of creative ideas for decorate you home.
66 pages in French
Patterns inside

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Fil N° 25 - La magie de Noël 2

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-25

Lovely creative sewing projects and decorations for Christmas.
Text in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
L’atelier de Fil N° 23 - Un monde de fantaisie 3

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-23

Delicious creative sewing projects and decorations with the appliqués technique.
Text in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Shabby Home - Cenerentola

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBCEN-9788896081402

A book that is a fairy tale. Thanks to Francesca, one of the most world-known italian artists, you will be able to live your own Cinderella fairy tale. Clothes, accessories, characters, a quilt and more. Included in this work are beautiful pictures and step by step instructions for each of the 15 design. Color pictures and explanations together with paper patterns make every one of these works very easy to create.

Paper patterns included
80 pages in Italian - Author Francesca Ogliari

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Cucito Creativo Facile N°115

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-CFACILE-115

Lots of creative ideas for Spring.
95 pages in Italian

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Cucito Creativo Facile N°114

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-CFACILE-114

Lots of creative ideas for Spring.
95 pages in Italian

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Broderie Suisse - Esprit Montagne

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-BRODSUISSE-4

A special edition by Ivana Zanetti with lots of ideas and tips to discover new types of stitches. With charts and paper patterns. 65 pages in Italian.

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Fil N° 26 - Un monde de fantaisie 4

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-26

Delicious creative sewing projects and embroidery works.
Text in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier de Fil N° 27 - La magie du printemps

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-27

Delicious creative sewing projects with patterns included. Text in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Magie di Primavera N°2 - Il Giardino Incantato
da: Lumina Edizioni

Delicious creative sewing projects by Francesca Ogliari with patterns included.
Text in Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Creare le Bomboniere 2018

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-CREABOMB18

Delicious creative sewing projects with patterns included.
Text in Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Feltro Creativo Facile N° 4

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-FELTRO4

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Feltro Creativo Facile N°5

da: Lumina Edizioni

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Modelli e Cartamodelli N°1
da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-MC1

Full instructions and patterns to create 4 beautiful designs for kids from 6 months to 2 years of age.

Price: € 1.50 (incl. VAT)
Modelli e Cartamodelli N°2

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-MC2

Full instructions and patterns for the making of 4 beautiful designs for kids from 1 to 18 months old.

Price: € 1.50 (incl. VAT)
Cucito Creativo Facile N°120

dai: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-CFACILE-120

Lots of creative ideas for all seasons.
95 pages in Italian

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Fil N° 29 - Un monde de fantaisie

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIERFIL-29

Lovely creative sewing projects. Text in French

Price: € 6.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

L'atelier de Couture Créative N° 29

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBFR-ATELIER-29

Lovely creative sewing projects.
Text in French

Price: € 6.90 (incl. VAT)
Fili e Sfizi

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-FILISFIZI

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Casa in Rosso N°5
da: Lumina Edizioni

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Feltro Creativo Facile N°6

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-FELTRO6

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Romanticamente Country Natale N°5

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-ROMANCOUNAT5

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
La Bottega di Elisa 20

Modello: LIBEL-ELISA-20

Christmas is almost here and Elisa is ready to decorate our homes with ecologic ornaments and delicate colors to make our houses even more cozy for the holidays. 82 pages in Italian

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
La Bottega della Nonna

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-BOTTEGA-NONNA

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)
Un Mondo di Fantasia 07

da: Lumina Edizioni

Modello: LIBEL-MONDO-FANTASIA-7

Plenty of creative ideas.
In Italian

Price: € 5.50 (incl. VAT)